SUCCESS STORY

Alice Training Protects Communities,
Backupify Protects Their Data

SUCCESS STORY
The Alice Training Institute is a national organization that trains businesses across the
healthcare, government, and higher education industries on proactive response strategies
for active shooter events.
While their field teams are out training organizations to protect themselves, their internal IT
team works to protect their data. Systems and Automation Specialist, Nathan Wysocki joined
the Alice Training team as they were migrating over to Office 365. On a day-to-day basis, the
company’s transactions, both internally and externally, are booming. With a large number of
remote employees, SaaS applications keep everyone connected.
One of Wysocki’s first tasks was to make sure a third-party backup solution was in place for
Office 365. Fully aware of SaaS capabilities, Wysocki knew that just because data was stored
in the cloud, did not guarantee it was secure. Prior to Office 365, the Alice Training Institute
was using a third-party backup tool for G Suite.

“

WHETHER YOU HAVE A ROGUE
EMPLOYEE DELETING FILES,
ACCIDENTAL USER ERROR,
OR RANSOMWARE ATTACKS,
IT’S IMPORTANT TO HAVE
THIS KIND OF INSURANCE.
IF YOU EVER NEED TO USE
BACKUPIFY, YOU’LL BE SUPER
HAPPY YOU HAVE IT.
Nathan Wysocki
Systems and Automation Specialist

Keeping the previous third-party backup tool was an option, but Wysocki explained that price
and bandwidth-wise, Backupify for Office 365 was a better fit for their growing number of
users. As they anticipate continued growth, Wysocki knew Backupify offered a more robust
solution.
“The ability to restore individual files in SharePoint is huge for us. Had we stayed with the
previous solution, we would have to restore an entire instance. With Backupify, I can pick a
user, choose from which application to restore, whether it be Mail, Sharepoint or OneDrive,
and I can restore single folders or files.”
Wysocki also noted the sleek design offered by Backupify that makes managing the
software easy, “When I look at users on an individual level, I can see everything connected
to them. The simple user interface coupled with the granular capabilities like this hit all the
important needs of our administrators.”
With Backupify in place, the Alice Training Institute can focus on the clients they’re
interacting with each day and rest easy knowing their data is accessible and recoverable at
all times.
“Whether you have a rogue employee deleting files, accidental user error, or ransomware
attacks, it’s important to have this kind of insurance. If you ever need to use Backupify, you’ll
be super happy you have it,” concluded Wysocki.

About Backupify
Backupify, a Datto company, is the leader in cloud-to-cloud backup, enabling enterprises to extend
data protection and accessibility best practices to the cloud. Backupify gives IT professionals the
security and control they need against data loss from user errors, external threats, and service
failures.
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